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ABSTRACT 
 
Brown, Nicholas Andrew.  M.S. Egr., Department of Biomedical, Industrial, and Human 
Factors Engineering, Wright State University, 2006.  An (R,S)-Inventory Policy for 
Winter Maintenance Materials for the State of Ohio. 
 
Winters in Ohio mean snow and ice, and with snow and ice come treacherous roads. 
Roads that become treacherous or impassable cost the state economically and socially.  
Thus to prevent this from happening road crews are out spreading salt on the roads 
before, during, and after a storm to promote safe travel.  To provide the amount of salt 
needed to all counties of Ohio individual counties stock up during the summer and fall, 
re-order to maintain inventory through the winter time, and finally allowing inventories 
to reduce towards the end of winter.  During a mild winter salt not used and left in 
inventory ties up capital and requires the county to hold the salt until the next winter at a 
cost. 
An (R,S)-inventory policy was constructed to match salt inventories more closely 
with the demand in each Ohio county.  The new salt ordering policies tie current 
decisions making to historical usage, and result in lower inventory levels in the 
simulation results, while maintaining required levels of service.  The parameters for the 
inventory policy are derived using a demand model based on a linear regression model.  
The demand model was used to match past usage from 7 winter seasons with weather 
variables to calculate predictions of salt usage.  A second method allows the inventory 
policy to be derived directly from the usage data when weather data is unavailable.  A 
simulation approach was used to test the effectiveness of the policies and to establish 
several parameters in the implementation of the policies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Background 
 
 
 When the seasons change in Ohio from spring and summer to the fall and winter 
the temperatures begin to drop and the precipitation changes from rain to snow and ice.  
When this occurs roads can become treacherous and to protect travelers from the dangers 
of snow and ice highway crews are out making roads safe for travel.  If the roads become 
impassable the social and economic impacts are tremendous and cost the state of Ohio a 
significant amount of money each day the roads are dangerous to drive on.  The most 
common way for highway crews to make roads passable is with the use of road salt.  
There are many methods to treat roads in a highway crew’s arsenal such as grit, brines, 
and chemicals, but the major method is the use of road salt.  County trucks that hold 
about 10-12 tons of salt each are sent out to spread salt on roads before, during, and after 
a storm to prevent ice and snow build up.  It is crucial that the county garages (salt 
domes) do not run out of salt during the winter season.   
 Each county contracts with a vendor before the winter season and that vendor 
supplies all garages in the county for the entire season.  This supplier then selects one of 
its stockpile locations that will supply the contracted county for the term of the contract.  
Only one vendor supplies a county, but many counties can be supplied by one vendor.  
The vendor/stockpile locations are stocked by the vendor’s own mines or third party 
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mines that transport the salt by rail or barge.  The county garages or salt domes are then 
stocked by the vendor by transporting truckloads of salt to the domes from these 
stockpiles by contracted carriers.  This process of stocking the salt domes begins in the 
summer months and continues until a specified capacity is reached in the county garages, 
usually before the start of winter weather.  During the winter season as salt is used, salt is 
then reordered by the county based on an estimate of the amount that remains in the 
domes.  When to order and how much to order varies from county to county and the 
ordering process is not at all a complete science.  Some guidelines are provided by the 
Maintenance Administration Manual (2005), an internal Ohio Department of 
Transportation (ODOT) document that provides guidelines for the amount to be stocked 
over the year, but compliance with the guidelines seems to be relatively lax based on 
observations of some of the garages.  In order to develop a systematic salt inventory 
management strategy that achieves the statewide goals for safety, this thesis suggests a 
policy for county garage managers that specifies when to order and how much to order 
based on an (R,S)-inventory policy, which takes into account the history of usage and 
deliveries in a county.  This policy is valuable because it more closely matches the county 
inventories to the actual demand, which results in more efficient operations. 
 An (R,S)-inventory policy that takes into account demand amounts (either 
historical usage or predictions) to calculate reorder points and stock target levels. The 
basis for the thesis and the inventory policy is a paper written by Roelants and 
Muyldermans (2002) that describes in detail how an (R,S)-inventory policy was 
developed for Belgium for their own winter maintenance project.  The paper compares 
calculating the (R,S)-inventory policy parameters using the historical salt usage data and 
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the development of a weather regression model to calculate predictions.  The reorder 
point answers the question of when to order and the stock target level answers the 
question of how much to order.  Reorder points are found by taking into account the 
mean demand during the lead time and then adding a safety stock which is found by 
multiplying the standard deviation of the demand during the lead time by a safety factor.  
The safety stock is additional inventory held in anticipation of unexpected demand.  The 
safety factor used in the development of the Belgium (R,S)-inventory policy is 99.8% 
which equates to a safety factor of 2.88 (for normally distributed demand).  The safety 
stock is added to the expected demand for the week to determine the reorder point.  
Adding the reorder point to the expected demand for a week determines the stock target 
level for a weekly ordering process.  The stock target level, S, determines the amount of 
the order; when the starting inventory, I, drops below the reorder point, R, an order of 
size S – I is placed.  In the Belgian project, predictions of usage based on a weather 
regression were more effective when used to develop the (R,S)-inventory policy, rather 
than using historical demand directly.  Thus the inventory policy for the different areas of 
Ohio will be based on a weather regression model for the major cities/counties in the 
state relating usage to weather.  An (R,S)-inventory policy was developed for all 
counties, even though only the largest cities have weather data available.  All demand 
data for the models were accumulated on a weekly basis and these numbers were 
matched up with the corresponding weekly accumulated weather variables.  A unique set 
of (R,S) values was developed for each month based on a lead time of one week.  Thus 
the reorder point and target levels are computed based on weekly amounts with the values 
changing each month.  The regions of Ohio are assigned a weather regression model from 
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one of the major cities using the information in Figure 1.1 for average snowfall (ODOT 
website, 2006). 
 
Figure 1.1: Map of Ohio with major cities 
 
 
Figure 1.1 shows that average snowfall amounts vary widely across the state, and 
causes wide variation in the usage of salt.  This is because of significant differences in the 
weather patterns and miles of roadway that are a function of the size of the cities in the 
area.  The urban areas in northern Ohio, especially in the “lake effect” along the shores of 
Lake Erie see significantly more snow and use more salt than areas in other parts of the 
state.  Areas in central Ohio historically use more salt then southern parts of Ohio along 
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the Ohio River, and so on.  Because of this one (R,S)-inventory policy for the entire state 
will not be effective and it is necessary to develop many different policies for the 
counties.  
As stated by Roelants and Muyldermans (2002) the (R,S)-inventory policy is 
more effective when it uses predictions developed from a multi-variable weather 
regression model.  In that model demand salt amounts were matched up with weather 
variables from the same time period and then a linear regression model was fit.  Figure 
1.2 diagrams the process of calculating the (R,S)-inventory policy. 
Figure 1.2: (R,S)-inventory policy diagram 
 
  
The weekly predictions from the regression model are used to compute statistics 
of demand for the (R,S)-inventory policy.  The regression model was developed by 
finding the most significant weather variables characteristic of salt usage.  Because the 
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paper written by Roelants and Muyldermans does not clearly describe the details of 
weather variables used, another paper written by McCullouch, Belter, Konieczny, and 
McClellan (2004) was used to establish the weather variables used in the model.  The 
paper compared different weather indices used around the United States and was 
developed for the State of Indiana.  The use of these results is important because of the 
similarity of the weather in Indiana to Ohio, where there are high amounts of snowfall in 
some areas and extremely low snowfall in other areas.  Starting with the weather 
variables suggested in the McCullouch et al. (2004) paper an Excel spreadsheet was set 
up to import weather files (NOAA website, 2006) to examine some of the weather 
variables.  Table 1.1 displays the weather variables considered for weather regression 
models for each county.  The most significant variables were found through a systematic 
procedure of adding/removing variables from the regression model.  The decision to add 
or remove a variable was based on the impact on the R², R² adjusted, and mean squared 
error of the model.     
Table 1.1: Weather variables 
Events Symbols Definitions 
Snow Sn Amount of Snowfall > 0 in. 
    Amount of Snowfall > 0.001 in. 
Days of Snow DSn Number of days of Snowfall > 0 in. 
    Number of days of Snowfall > 0.001 in. 
Freezing Rain FzR Number of days with Freezing Rain/Freezing Drizzle 
Blowing Snow BSn Number of days with Blowing Snow 
Snow Cover SnC Number of days of ground snow cover > 0 in. 
    Number of days of ground snow cover > .001in. 
Minimum Temperature MinT Number of days with minimum temperature < 30° 
    Number of days with minimum temperature < 32° 
Maximum Temperature MaxT Number of days with maximum temperature < 30°  
    Number of days with maximum temperature < 32°  
Average Temperature AveT Number of days with average temperature < 30° 
    Number of days with average temperature < 32° 
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 As an example, the variables included in the final monthly model for Cuyahoga 
County are summarized in Table 1.2.  Below the table, are the final equations relating 
weather variables to predicted weekly salt usage for Cuyahoga County for each month. 
Table 1.2: Cuyahoga County weather variables used for the regression model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >.001 >.001    <30 <30 <30 0.991 0.989 10200 
Dec. >.001 >.001 X  >.001    0.921 0.911 561000
Jan. >.001  X     <30 0.951 0.944 461000
Feb. >.001 >.001 X X  <30  <30 0.937 0.919 200000
Mar. >.001 >.001   X       <32 0.927 0.914 277000
 
Cleveland .nov  =  22.001 + 283.73 * Sn + 129.63 * DSn - 997.74 * MaxT – 50.077 * 
MinT + 1255.4 * AveT 
 
Cleveland .dec  = -287.88 + 255.94 * Sn + 357.68 * DSn + 761.25 * FzR + 300.87 * SnC 
 
Cleveland .jan  = -481.49 + 472.60 * Sn + 1253.0 * FzR + 238.55 * AveT 
 
Cleveland .feb  =  -63.303 + 256.88 * Sn + 191.81 * DSn + 355.09 * FzR + 
 669.02 * BSn – 182.39 * MaxT + 139.69 * AveT 
 
Cleveland .mar  = -118.80 + 197.75 * Sn + 347.23 * DSn + 559.45 * BSn –  
 148.97 * SnC + 223.73 * AveT 
 
It was apparent from the results of the Roelants and Muyldermans paper that a 
significant relationship exists between weather variables and salt usage.  This was 
examined by graphing salt usage against different weather variables.  For example,   
Figure 1.3 shows that as weekly snowfall increases in Cuyahoga County that salt usage 
also increases.  As other variables are added to the regression, more of the variability is 
explained by the model. 
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Figure 1.3: Salt usage in Cuyahoga vs. snowfall (inches) in January 
 
Through simulation the (R,S)-inventory policy parameters were examined to test 
the effectiveness of implementing the policy.  Figure 1.4 diagrams the simulation model 
beginning with actual usage data and the (R,S) inventory parameters and results in 
inventory levels and streams of orders. 
Figure 1.4: Diagram of the simulation model 
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To accurately model reality the simulation utilized actual data provided by ODOT 
on salt received for each county.  The (R,S)-inventory policies were used to simulate 
when to reorder and the order amounts.  Because salt deliveries occur over time in reality 
a simple model of deliveries was also developed.  This model subdivided large orders 
into daily deliveries to the county inventories based on the amount of salt each garage can 
receive in one day.  Running this model using beginning of season inventory levels, from 
ODOT historical data, the average inventories and the number and pattern of orders can 
be compared to actual historical numbers.  The inventory levels based on actual usage 
were also computed by using a similar simulation model and running it with actual 
received, used and beginning inventory numbers. 
The development and analysis of the model served two purposes.  One purpose 
was to study the effectiveness of the new policies.  During the testing process, the 
simulation was also used to establish several parameters in the implementation of the 
policies.  One parameter is the best starting inventories for garages at the start of the 
winter season.  Because inventories at the end of the winter season are similar to the 
target levels for March, and these inventory levels are higher than the November target 
level, a target level for November should be investigated.  It was found through 
simulation and the evaluation of output data that setting the beginning inventories to that 
of January’s target level minimizes the number of orders and the number of stockouts by 
increasing average inventories slightly over other alternatives.  This policy also mimics 
the practice within ODOT to “stock up” on inventory early in the winter season as a 
conservative way to avoid problems due to supply disruptions.   
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Another purpose served by the simulation was determining when to switch from 
one month’s policy parameters to the following months.  This turns out to be especially 
important when the following months target level is higher.  Because of the lead time for 
deliveries, switching policies on the 1st of a month might delay reaching the target level 
up to a week into the month.  This leads to a high risk of shortages during these time 
periods.  This dilemma was answered by beginning to implement December and 
January’s policy seven days before the first day of these months.  This results in county 
inventories beginning the month closer to the appropriate target levels.   
It was found through the simulation of Cuyahoga and Lucas counties that overall 
average inventories were increased slightly, but that in most cases the number of orders 
decreased.  The simulation was instrumental in determining the effectiveness of the 
inventory policy; something not studied in the Roelants and Muyldermans (2002) paper.  
An example of the result of a simulation run is shown in Figure 1.5, where the inventory 
levels using the new policy as well the actual inventories are graphed for Cuyahoga 
County in winter 2005.  These yearly results were compared to draw conclusions on 
average inventory levels, order patterns and shortage risks. 
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Figure 1.5: Cuyahoga actual inventories vs. inventories under (R,S) policy 12 
 
 Through the different simulation runs it was found that as the beginning 
inventories were increased the average inventory levels increase, but the number of 
orders placed decrease.  We also found that the different policies that were developed 
caused a small number of stockouts (completely running out of stock) for the winter of 
1999, on average the results were less than one for each policy.  From conversations with 
ODOT representatives we learned 1999 was an exceptional bad winter due to high usage 
of salt in a short period of time.  Other than the winter of 1999 all policies perform well 
with policy 12 being used due to its lower order numbers and higher minimum inventory 
levels, which also helps protect from shortages.  Policy 12 is a policy where we set the 
beginning inventory levels to January’s stock target level and beginning the (R,S)-
inventory policy parameters of December and January 7 days into the previous month.  
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 Through the development of the (R,S)-inventory policy and the subsequent 
simulation analysis we conclude that: 
1. Beginning inventories of each winter season should be set to the stock target level 
of January. 
2. The (R,S) parameters for the months of December and January should be used 7 
days in the preceding month.  December policies will begin November 24th and 
January policy should begin December 25th.  The months of February and March 
will begin on the 1st. 
3. Counties without relevant weather data may use historical usage data to formulate 
their own (R,S)-inventory policy. 
4. Counties without weather data can utilize a nearby larger county’s weather model 
to calculate their own (R,S)-inventory policy while taking into account mileage 
differences. 
   
1.2 Summary and Contributions 
  
 This thesis develops an (R,S)-inventory policy for use in every Ohio county.  The 
policy systematically identifies at what point a county manager should order salt and how 
much should be ordered.  Through the development of a weather regression model, 
predictions were calculated and used to more accurately develop the inventory policy 
parameters that balance shortage risk and inventory lost.  To examine the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the model a simulation was developed that closely resembles the actual 
system at an appropriate level of detail.  All data pertaining to usage, received, and 
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beginning amounts were provided by ODOT through an internal cd-rom entitled Winter 
Maintenance Material Ordering & Inventory (2006).  The development of the weather 
regression model was based on data from the National Oceanic Atmospheric and 
Administration web site, collected by National Climatic data center. 
 The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a review of 
literature in the area of inventory policies, supply chain management and their application 
to bulk commodities.  Chapter 3 presents the regression model relating salt used to 
weather variables.  This chapter also details the regression models developed for the 7 
major weather zones in Ohio.  Chapter 4 presents the (R,S)-inventory policies developed 
using the weather model for each Ohio weather zone.  Chapter 5 presents results and 
refinement of the inventory policies through simulation tested against actual usage from 
ODOT databases.  Chapter 6 presents conclusions and some suggestions for future work.        
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2. Literature Review 
 
 The development of the (R,S)-inventory policy is summarized in this chapter.  
The first two sections describe the policy and its development.  This includes 
development of the (R,S)-inventory policy, and the (R,S)-inventory policy weather 
severity index application.  The third section reviews supply chain management and gives 
insight into why an effective inventory policy is an important component of supply chain 
management especially as it applies to bulk commodities. 
   
2.1 Development of the (R,S)-inventory policy 
 
 The (Q,r) inventory model. as described in Hopp and Spearman (2000) 
determines the amount of stock to carry and how much to order at one time in a 
continuous review setting.  It is designed for situations with random demand, delivery 
lead-times and fixed ordering costs.  The cost formulation in the (Q,r) model is then 
minimized to determine the order quantity (Q) and the optimal reorder point (r).  A 
simplified result presented here is based on the assumption of normally distributed lead-
time demand.  The reorder quantity is found by solving the equation, 2* ADQ
h
= .  
Where A = the purchase order cost of a replenishment (in $), D = demand rate (in units 
per year), and h = holding cost (in $/unit/year).  The quantity to order when the inventory 
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falls to or below the reorder point is given by this equation.  The reorder point is then 
calculated by solving the equation, *r σ= Θ + Ζ .  Where Θ is the expected demand 
during the replenishment lead time and σ  equals the standard deviation of demand 
during the replenishment lead time.  The Ζ  is then calculated by using an equation based 
on stockout costs or backorder costs.  The stockout cost version is found by solving the 
equation, ( ) KD
KD hQ
Φ Ζ =
+
 (Φ( ) is the standard normal CDF) where K  is the cost per 
stockout (in $), D is the yearly demand, and h is the annual unit holding cost (in $ per 
unit per year).  The backorder version is utilized by substituting the backorder cost (b ) in 
for KD and holding cost ( h ) for hQ . 
 Whereas the (Q,r)-inventory policy is applied in a continuous review setting, the 
(s,S) policy, is used for a periodic review situation.  In the (s,S) policy as described by 
Parlar et. al. (1995), s is the reorder point. Each period the inventory level is checked and 
if the inventory level is above s then we do not order.  If the inventory level ( x ) is below 
s then we order up to a level of S.  The amount to be ordered is dictated by whether the 
inventory level is x ≤ s.  If this statement is true then the order quantity in a (s,S)-
inventory policy would be S - x.  When there is a lead-time for deliveries, pipeline 
inventories must be added to on-hand inventories in these decisions.       
 An (R,S)-inventory policy is a combination of the (Q,r) and (s,S) inventory 
models.  The model was investigated in a paper by Roelants and Muyldermans (2002).  It 
utilizes the continuous review reorder point and the target or order up to level of the 
periodic review system.  The purpose of the model is to determine when to order and how 
much material should be ordered.  This is different than the (Q,r) model which allows 
orders to be placed at any time, but always orders the same amount.  The periodic review 
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(s,S) inventory policy places orders at pre-determined times, with varying order amounts.  
In a (R,S)-inventory policy a reorder point ( R ) is established and also a stock/target level 
( S ) are found to determine the goals of the model.    To protect from shortages during the 
lead times a safety stock ( ss ) is also included in the reorder point ( R ). 
 
2.2 The (R,S)-inventory policy weather severity index application 
 
In a paper written by Roelants and Muyldermans (2002), an (R,S)-inventory 
policy was investigated to determine when and how much salt to order during the winter 
months to match inventories closer to actual demand of salt.  The actual demand of the 
salt occurs during the winter months when inclement weather results in road crews 
treating roads to make them safe for travel.  When the salt inventory reaches or falls 
below the reorder point ( R ) an order is placed, which when delivered brings the 
inventory level back to its target level ( S ).  These parameters ( R ) and ( S ) should vary 
during the winter period and are established using the idea of a predefined service level.  
The service level refers to the fraction of demands that can be met without a shortage. 
The service level suggested by Roelants and Muyldermans (2002) is set to a very high 
99.8%.  This reflects the very high social and economic impacts in a region if roads 
cannot be treated.  The service level is thus set very high to make stockouts very rare.  In 
the paper the policy is developed by utilizing two techniques.  One is a multi-linear 
regression, where past weather variables are matched up with past salt usage for 
corresponding days to develop a model.  The second makes use of the statistics of 
historical salt usage data for the region and computes the (R,S) parameters directly from 
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these values.  These (R,S)-inventory policy models contrast with the typical practice of 
stocking the salt domes to capacity during the summer months and only reduce 
inventories sometimes towards the end of the winter season.  Inventories left over at the 
end of the winter season are held and maintained until the following winter.  This incurs 
costs and ties up capital.  For example costs are incurred to prevent the deterioration of 
salt.   
For the multi-linear regression model, winter weather types are classified in the 
paper from A to G and days during each month for each weather type were counted.  The 
letter A signifies the lightest winter weather event, while G is the most severe.  A 
regression model is developed with the salt usage as the dependent variable and the 
weather event data as the independent variables.  Using the statistics of the model output 
the (R,S)-inventory policy parameters are calculated.   
The reorder point is calculated using this equation (1). 
LTR ss µ= +                                                                                                            (1)  
The mean demand during the lead time ( LTµ ) is the mean of the predictions. 
The safety stock ( ss ) is computed from the standard deviation of the predicted 
demand during the lead time ( LTσ ).  The LTσ is then multiplied by the safety factork .  
For a Normal model the value of k is 2.88, based on a 99.8% service level.   
LTss kσ=                 (2)  
S = R + E[weekly demand]                 (3) 
This approach for setting the target level assumes that orders are placed 
approximately once per week on average.   
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In this thesis the LTµ and LTσ values are computed separately for each month of the 
winter season.  For example, there is a different LTµ and LTσ for each of November, 
December, January, February, and March.  Because of this, each month has a different R 
and S value.  A more detailed model could be developed that has R and S values that 
change weekly, for example.  
Instead of using a multi-linear regression with weather variables the second 
method utilizes historical salt usage directly to find values for the parameters 
LTµ and LTσ for each month.  The (R,S)-inventory values is calculated based on the same 
procedure based on equations (1) – (3).  The findings of the Roelants and Muyldermans 
paper is that the first model using multi-linear regression with weather events is more 
accurate than using historical data, but requires more data and time.  The second model 
using the historical data is less accurate, but is easier to use and requires less data.  
Overall the second method tends to result in policies that wait a small amount of time 
longer to reorder.             
 In an effort to determine relationships between winter activities and different 
weather conditions, Indiana developed a weather severity index to estimate total costs per 
mile.  The paper written by McCullouch, Belter, Konieczny, and McClellan (2004) 
reviews many other weather severity indices developed by Wisconsin DOT, Washington 
State DOT, Hulme, and Strategic Highway Research Program Index (SHRP).  It also 
develops a weather severity index for Indiana for the purpose of calculating costs per lane 
mile during winter weather activities.  These other indices found no significant 
correlation between costs per mile and Indiana’s weather factors.  They also concluded 
that some of the weather factors that they thought important were missing.  Similar to the 
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methods used by Roelants and Muyldermans, the Indiana Weather Severity Index was 
developed using multi-linear regression.  The lane mile costs were the dependent variable 
and weather variables were independent variables in the regression.  The paper by 
McCullouch et. al. (2004) introduces the weather variables and where these weather 
factors can be found.  They found that the most influential weather factors were the 
number of days of frost, freezing rain, drifting of snow, and snow events.  After 
performing the regression with these four factors they began to add other factors such as 
average temperature, storm duration, and snow depth.  The result was that as more 
weather factors were added to the regression, the closer the predictions got to the actual 
costs per lane mile.  It was also found that due to different climatic zones of Indiana that 
one regression model for the entire state was not appropriate.  The state was thus broken 
up into four regions and data for the major city in each of the zones was used in the 
regression model.   
 
2.3 Supply chain management as used in bulk commodities 
  
 In Lambert and Cooper (2000) supply chain management is defined as the 
integration of business processes from suppliers that add value through the end user.  In 
Bowersox et al. (2002) supply chain management consists of firms collaborating to 
improve efficiency, which requires managing processes across the different functional 
areas of a company and linking them with outside partners and customers.  To better 
understand the supply chain management definition, Handfield and Nichols (1999) 
defined what a supply chain is and what it encompasses.  Their definition is that a supply 
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chain includes all activities associated with the flow and transformation of goods from 
raw materials to the end user, as well as all the associated information flows between 
partners.  Integrating all of these activities to improve relationships throughout the supply 
chain to achieve competitive advantages is supply chain management.  This should not be 
confused with logistics which is defined by Lambert and Cooper (2000), “…as that part 
of the supply chain that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective flow and 
storage of goods, services, and related information from point-of-origin to point-of-
consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements”.  This definition of Logistics was 
presented to the Council of Logistics Management in 1998 and was a revision of the 1986 
definition.  Within a corporation the supply chain includes purchasing, marketing and 
sales, finance, research and development, production, and logistics.  Outside the firm the 
supply chain includes suppliers, customers, and end consumers.  The integrating and 
managing of all these business processes is supply chain management. 
 The supply chain corresponding to suppliers and consumers of salt is similar to 
that of the supply chain of a major propane gas distributor in Illinois presented in Chiang 
and Russell (2003).  The propane gas supply chain in this case is a four-level system 
where propane producers supply regional supply terminals.  These propane supply 
terminals are supplied by way of rail, pipeline, or truck.  Distributor-owned storage plants 
are then responsible for the purchase and transportation of the propane to their own 
storage plants.  These storage plants then supply the retail customers.  In some cases the 
distributor has a supply contract with a particular supplier terminal.  Because propane gas 
is a major heating source for many homes, the propane supply chain sees a spike in 
demand during the cold winter months in the region.  The purpose of the paper is to select 
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supply terminals for distributors for efficient and effective supply of propane inventories.  
The selection should be based on minimizing distance to help ensure uninterrupted 
supply and also for minimizing distribution costs.  The price of propane gas is similar to 
that of gasoline and thus profits are related to the purchase price and the travel expenses 
related to moving the propane gas from the supply terminal to the distributor locations. 
 The supply chain of salt is very similar in that suppliers must position their 
stockpiles within close proximity of county garages to cut costs and attain a high service 
level during the peak demand months.  Because salt is used during the winter time there 
is the similar peak in demand during the winter months like propane.  In the propane gas 
example the propane supply chain had a four level system that is very similar to the road 
salt supply chain.  Unlike propane, salt is mined and then distributed, with minimal 
processing required.  Mining corresponds to the beginning of the supply chain.  The salt 
taken from the mine is then deposited at a vendor stockpile, which is very similar to the 
regional supply terminal for the propane example.  The salt is then transferred from the 
vendor stockpile locations to stockpiles in the state of Ohio by way of rail or barge.  
These Ohio stockpiles are owned by the salt companies and are like the distributor-owned 
propane storage plants.  From the stockpile the salt is moved by over-the-road trucks to 
county garages owned by the state of Ohio.  The county garages are the customer for the 
salt company just like the retail customers in the propane example.   
Unlike the propane example the state of Ohio sets up annual supply contracts 
between the vendors and each county.  The contracts are bid each year and salt vendors 
are awarded individual county contracts that specify a price per ton of salt.  For a vendor 
to win a contract they are required to locate stockpiles in Ohio.  To quote the lowest 
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prices and establish a very high service level the vendors must choose effective locations 
for the Ohio stockpiles.  The price per ton paid by the state includes transportation to the 
garages, so the smaller the distance the lower the price of salt and also the higher the 
service level.   
One of the insights from the review of supply chain management, logistics, and 
bulk commodities such as propane is the importance of the effective flow of information 
between partners in a supply chain.  Information such as locations of customers and 
suppliers is important in the determination of service level and the need to efficiently 
place suppliers close to the end user to effectively fill orders.  To effectively fill orders 
suppliers must receive orders from their customers in a timely and effective way so as to 
minimize disruption due to shortage in the supply chain.  An ineffective inventory policy 
that creates orders in an arbitrary way can cause disruptions in the supply chain. 
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3. THE WEATHER REGRESSION MODEL 
 
 In this section we take the findings from McCullouch et al. (2004) and use them 
to help determine which weather variables are significant in the development of weather 
regression models for the regions of Ohio.  The McCullouch et al. (2004) paper is helpful 
through its procedure and insight into the development of a weather index for Indiana by 
selecting the most important weather variables relevant to the demand of salt.  
Throughout this section the variables for each city/county are determined by comparing 
the accuracy of the regression models that include different combinations of weather 
variables.  The results are a weather regression model and predicted salt usage for the 
major Ohio counties.  These are used in Chapter 4 to calculate the (R,S)-inventory policy 
parameters. 
 
3.1 Defining the significant weather variables 
  
 Taking the information from the two models investigated by Roelants and 
Muyldermans (2002) and McCullouch et al. (2004) a weather regression model for each 
of the Counties of Ohio was developed.  To make the process simpler a spreadsheet in 
Excel was developed that would collect weather variables imported from weather files 
from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) web sites.  Figure 3.1 is an example of the data 
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files that are available on the NOAA web site.  Figure 3.1 shows the variety of data 
available for each major city in Ohio in a specific month of a year. 
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Figure 3.1: NOAA monthly weather data 
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 The spreadsheet was developed so that the weather variables being considered 
could be altered by making small changes in the spreadsheet parameters.  This allows a 
variety of different weather variables to be considered, a feature used in developing the 
most accurate weather regression model.  The weather variables were accumulated by 
week.  These weeks were then accumulated into their corresponding calendar month.  All 
the months were then accumulated for the range of years over which the study is being 
conducted.  These weekly weather variables were matched up with the corresponding 
weekly salt demand/usage from the ODOT databases.  Spreadsheet files that accomplish 
this matching automatically were developed.  A linear regression modeling salt usage as a 
function of weather variables was then fit to the data for each month, using several years 
of data.  These estimates were used to find predicted values of salt usage for each week.  
After this is done for all of the historical data, the statistics of the predicted usage values 
are used for the next part of the model which is finding the reorder point, safety stocks, 
and target stock levels.  Figure 3.2 diagrams the process of the formulation of the (R,S)-
inventory policy. 
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Figure 3.2: (R,S)-inventory policy diagram 
 
  
Roelants and Muyldermans (2002) found that an (R,S)- inventory policy performs 
better when utilizing the regression output to calculate the mean and variance of usage 
rather than simply calculating the (R,S) parameters directly from the historical data.  
Since the suppliers for Ohio are allowed one week (7 days) in their contracts to make the 
delivery we consider the lead time as one week.  The calculations use weeks as the base 
time unit instead of months, which differs from Roelants et al. (2002).  Each year’s data 
begins on November 4 and ends either March 29th or 30th depending on whether that year 
is a leap year.  This time period constitutes a total of 21 weeks per year for each of the 7 
years of data from November 1998 – March 2005.  The non-winter months from April – 
October are not included in the model.  For example the first week modeled is from 
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November 4 to November 10.  A week is considered to be part of the month in which the 
week begins.  For the model for a county the weather variables are based on the major 
city in that county and the supporting salt usage data is for the entire county.    
The first process in the regression procedure is to determine what variables are 
most closely related to salt usage.  Rather than the weather variables used in Roelants et 
al., we chose an approach similar to McCullouch et al. in choosing the weather variables. 
As a start, we considered utilizing the weather variables that were used in developing 
Indiana’s weather severity index in McCullouch et al. (2004).   
One very important weather factor identified from the paper is the amount of 
snow (in.).  In the model, this factor is varied by possibly including a variable that 
represents whether “trace” snowfall is considered as a snow event.  From the weather 
data recorded by NOAA, trace amounts of snow are recorded as .001 (in.).   The snowfall 
amount variable will either include trace amounts of snowfall ( >0 in.) or include only 
snowfall amounts greater then a trace ( >.001 in.) in total amount of snow fallen.  In the 
same way that snowfall amounts are recorded, the number of days of snowfall in a week 
are accumulated.  Thus there are two options: whether to include a trace snowfall amount 
as a day of snow or only include measurable snowfall above a trace in the model. 
Another weather variable that depends on the treatment of trace amounts of snow 
is the snow cover or depth on the ground recorded by the weather station at 7 a.m.  These 
variables are easily calculated from the NOAA weather data and can be seen in Figure 
3.1 in the representative columns.  Two other weather variables considered for the 
weather regression model are the number of days of freezing rain and blowing snow in 
the week.  These are directly available from the NOAA data.  This can be seen in Figure 
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3.1 in the middle column labeled “weather”.  This column shows that the freezing rain is 
signified by “fzr” and blowing snow by “bsn”.  The final weather variables that were 
considered for the regression model were minimum, maximum, and average temperatures 
bounded by a predefined temperature.  These variables are optimally bounded by whether 
they are less than 30 degrees (<30°) or less then 32 degrees (<32°).  Table 3.1 lists all the 
weather variables for the regression model investigated. 
Table 3.1:  Defined weather variables 
Events Symbols Definitions 
Snow Sn Amount of Snowfall > 0 in. 
    Amount of Snowfall > 0.001 in. 
Days of Snow DSn Number of days of Snowfall > 0 in. 
    Number of days of Snowfall > 0.001 in. 
Freezing Rain FzR Number of days with Freezing Rain/Freezing Drizzle 
Blowing Snow BSn Number of days with Blowing Snow 
Snow Cover SnC Number of days of ground snow cover > 0 in. 
    Number of days of ground snow cover > .001in. 
Minimum Temperature MinT Number of days with minimum temperature < 30° 
    Number of days with minimum temperature < 32° 
Maximum Temperature MaxT Number of days with maximum temperature < 30°  
    Number of days with maximum temperature < 32°  
Average Temperature AveT Number of days with average temperature < 30° 
    Number of days with average temperature < 32° 
 
There were two variables in the McCullouch et al. (2004) Indiana weather 
severity index that are more speculative and were not utilized.  The weather variables 
storm intensity and number of days of frost were not utilized in the model because these 
are not as clear to define using the NOAA data.  As shown in Figure 3.1 there is no 
column for the length of the storm and there is no clear indication of frost. 
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3.2 Comparisons for finding the combination of weather variables 
 
When choosing the best model, the squared coefficient of determination R², is 
used to determine the best combination of weather variables as defined by Montgomery 
and Runger (2003).  To determine which variables are significant a statistical program 
called JMP 5.1 is used.  Within this program there is the ability to simply run the analysis 
and JMP will pick the most significant variables.  This function allows the user to also 
manually add or remove variables, which is useful in identifying any other important 
variables that JMP does not find.  Upon adding or subtracting the variables the program 
will return the impacts on R², R² adjusted, and also the mean square error.  The process is 
to add variables that lower the mean square error, which results in a lower R² adjusted.  
According to Montgomery et al. (2003), maximizing the R² number is not as effective as 
lowering the mean squared error when it comes to accurate predictions.  Comparisons of 
the different models were made for the different sets of variables.  Each of the 
comparisons for a month are only used with one set of temperature and snowfall 
variances.  For example the maximum, minimum, and average temperature considered 
were “less than 30°” or “less than 32°” and all variations of snowfall are varied by 
“greater than 0 in.” or “greater than a trace (.001 inches)”. 
Each of the regression models was investigated for the 8 major cities and their 
corresponding counties.  This process determined a unique regression model for each of 
the months of November, December, January, February, and March.  The city of Toledo 
and Lucas County were studied using weather data from the Detroit airport 
(approximately 50 miles away from the city of Toledo) due to inaccurate weather data 
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from the city of Toledo.  Weather data from Detroit was matched with Lucas County salt 
usage data.  The cities and their corresponding counties included in the study were: 
Akron (Summit County), Cincinnati (Hamilton County), Cleveland (Cuyahoga County), 
Columbus (Franklin County), Dayton (Montgomery County), Mansfield (Richland 
County), Toledo (Lucas County), and Youngstown (Mahoning County).  Cities in similar 
weather zones were also analyzed to see if a weather based regression model for salt 
usage for one city can be utilized for another city.  The only areas that were studied to 
find a common weather regression model are Cleveland, Akron, and Youngstown.  These 
areas are in such close proximity that a common model may be possible.   
In the following description, only the results for the city of Cleveland are 
described in detail to document the development of the regression model.  The same 
methodology was used for the other cities, but only the final results are provided for these 
other cities.  Again the corresponding city weather data was utilized and it is matched 
with the county’s total salt usage.  After the development of the models for the 8 major 
counties, the models for Cuyahoga, Summit, and Mahoning were tested in counties other 
than the one for which they were originally developed.  To do this the models are 
adjusted by dividing salt usage by the number of lane-miles of road in the county.  This 
mileage information was gathered from the Ohio Department of Transportation web site.  
This predicted usage per lane-mile was then multiplied by the lane mileage of the new 
county being studied.  This was utilized to test if one weather regression model could be 
used for more than one county.   
The process of determining the most significant weather variables begins after the 
weather and usage data are collected into the Excel spreadsheet.  The most significant 
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weather variables and their parameters were found by using the statistical program JMP.  
Figure 3.3 shows a graph of points representing observations of salt used and snowfall in 
inches.  A fitted line is superimposed on these points.  This figure shows that as the snow 
increases, the amount of salt used also increases.  Another similar graph of points 
representing the days of snowfall and the corresponding salt usage is shown in Figure 3.4.  
Days of snowfall (in a week) take discrete values from 0 to 7 days, but usage shows a 
similar increase as days of snowfall increase.  From these two figures we see that a 
noticeable relationship exists between the weather variables and salts usage.  Thus using 
a linear regression on these variables is appropriate to predict salt usage. 
Figure 3.3: Salt Usage in Cuyahoga vs. snowfall (inches) in January 
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Figure 3.4: Salt usage in Cuyahoga vs. number of days of snowfall in January 
 
 
3.3 Development of Cuyahoga County’s weather regression model 
 
For each of the months, the data over the 7 years was run through the JMP 
statistical program.  By utilizing the “stepwise” function in JMP for iteratively fitting a 
regression model, the significant weather variables and their parameter estimates were 
found.  Each month’s significant variables for each combination of snowfall and 
temperature alternatives were found.  These combination of variable alternatives consist 
of the temperature < 30° F and snowfall > .001 inches, temperature <30° F and snowfall 
> 0 inches, temperature <32° F and snowfall > 0 inches, and temperature <32° F and 
snowfall > .001 inches.  Overall it was found that for Cuyahoga County the model 
performs best when the temperature variable used is set to < 30° F and the snowfall 
variable used is snowfall > .001 inches.  The variables under these conditions that are 
most significant are depicted by an X in the appropriate column of Table 3.2 along with 
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the corresponding R² number.  The table shows that every R² is above .90 and thus the 
model provides a very good fit.  An R² of close to 1.0 is considered a near to perfect fit 
for the model.        
Table 3.2: Cuyahoga County weather variables provided by JMP 
Temp. < 30 Snowfall >.001       
 Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
November x x    x x x 0.991 
December x x x  x    0.921 
January x  x     x 0.951 
February x x x x  x  x 0.937 
March x x  x     0.920 
 
 After investigating the variables more closely and examining not only the R², but 
also the R² adjusted and the mean square error (MSE) it was found that changing the 
variables would lead to an improved model.  The only change is in the model for March 
where instead of using the temperature < 30° F and snowfall > .001 in., the combination 
of temperature < 32° F and snowfall > .001 in. are used.  Under this condition for the 
month of March the variables being utilized are Sn, DSn, BSn, and AveT.  Table 3.3 
shows the final variables and the R² numbers and the mean squared errors for the 
regression model for Cuyahoga County. 
Table 3.3: Cuyahoga County weather variables used for the regression model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >.001 >.001    <30 <30 <30 0.991 0.989 10200 
Dec. >.001 >.001 X  >.001    0.921 0.911 561000
Jan. >.001  X     <30 0.951 0.944 461000
Feb. >.001 >.001 X X  <30  <30 0.937 0.919 200000
Mar. >.001 >.001   X       <32 0.927 0.914 277000
 
 The models for Cuyahoga using these variables as depicted by Table 3.3 are 
utilized in determining the predicted values of salt usage.  These numbers will be used to 
calculate the (R,S)-inventory policy values.  A model is constructed for each month and 
is shown below. 
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Cleveland .nov  =  22.001 + 283.73 * Sn + 129.63 * DSn - 997.74 * MaxT – 50.077 * 
MinT + 1255.4 * AveT 
 
Cleveland .dec  = -287.88 + 255.94 * Sn + 357.68 * DSn + 761.25 * FzR + 300.87 * SnC 
 
Cleveland .jan  = -481.49 + 472.60 * Sn + 1253.0 * FzR + 238.55 * AveT 
 
Cleveland .feb  =  -63.303 + 256.88 * Sn + 191.81 * DSn + 355.09 * FzR + 
 669.02 * BSn – 182.39 * MaxT + 139.69 * AveT 
 
Cleveland .mar  = -118.80 + 197.75 * Sn + 347.23 * DSn + 559.45 * BSn –  
 148.97 * SnC + 223.73 * AveT 
 
 Using the above models the predicted amount of salt used is calculated for each 
month and is shown in Figures 3.5 – 3.9, respectively, versus the actual amount of salt 
used over the 7 year period.  Each graph represents the result from a different monthly 
model, for each of the 5 months.  Figure 3.10 then shows the actual vs. predicted from 
November 1998 – March 2005 excluding the non-winter months of April – October as 
defined earlier. 
Figure 3.5: Cuyahoga November actual and predicted usage 
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Figure 3.6: Cuyahoga December actual and predicted usage 
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Figure 3.7: Cuyahoga January actual and predicted usage 
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Figure 3.8: Cuyahoga February actual and predicted usage 
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Figure 3.9: Cuyahoga March actual and predicted usage 
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Figure 3.10: Cuyahoga November 1998 – March 2005 actual and predicted usage 
Cleveland Actual vs. Predicted
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3.4 All other Ohio county models 
 
Following the same methods as described for deriving the Cuyahoga regression 
model, the other county models and variables were derived.  These models are 
summarized in the following Tables.  Recall that for each county, there is a unique model 
for each month of the winter season.  The models are used for establishing the (R,S)-
inventory policy parameters and also to establish common climate zones so that only a 
few models may be used instead of one for each county. 
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Table 3.4: Summit County weather variables used for the model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >.001 >.001 X X >.001 <30 <30 <30 0.999 0.999 92 
Dec. >.001 >.001  X >.001  <32  0.900 0.883 118000
Jan. >0 >0 X X  <30   0.889 0.863 174000
Feb. >.001 >.001 X X     0.808 0.775 109000
Mar. >.001 >.001 X X   <30 <30 <30 0.955 0.939 52000 
 
Akron .nov  =  .53351 + 215.49 * Sn + 4.2022 * DSn + 415.12 * FzR + 467.59 * BSn – 
313.81 * SnC – 325.53 * MaxT + 2.0358 * MinT + 
 414.97 * AveT 
 
Akron .dec  = 202.78 + 154.25 * Sn + 275.54 * DSn + 269.73 * BSn + 42.934 * SnC – 
56.003 * MinT 
 
Akron .jan  = -361.30 + 139.77 * Sn + 160.63 * DSn + 373.65 * FzR + 343.07 * BSn + 
115.09 * MaxT 
 
Akron .feb  = 30.177 + 54.701 * Sn + 220.94 * DSn + 215.5578 * FzR + 349.6024 * BSn 
 
Akron .mar  = -88.541 + 189.23 * Sn + 61.050 * DSn + 196.78 * FzR + 201.025 * BSn - 
244.27 * MaxT + 31.533 * MinT + 159.96 * AveT 
 
Table 3.5: Mahoning County weather variables used for the model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >.001 >.001  X >.001 <32 <32  0.986 0.982 3420 
Dec. >.001 >.001 X   <32   0.794 0.766 289000
Jan.  >.001 X     <30 0.816 0.793 449000
Feb. >0 >0 X   <30   0.813 0.781 208000
Mar. >.001 >.001       <32     0.870 0.853 96300 
 
Youngstown .nov  = -21.192 – 128.16 * Sn + 115.88 * DSn + 133.65 * BSn + 
 370.89 * SnC + 326.02 * MaxT – 71.996 * AveT 
 
Youngstown .dec  = -179.64 + 168.72 * Sn + 138.06 * DSn + 456.86 * FzR +             
98.163 * MaxT 
 
Youngstown .jan  = -863.40 + 445.09 * DSn + 412.86 * FzR + 172.64 * AveT 
 
Youngstown .feb  = 146.36 + 229.96 * Sn – 90.282 * DSn + 271.08 * FzR + 258.35 * 
MaxT 
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Youngstown .mar  = -133.75 + 153.13 * Sn + 143.10 * DSn + 138.53 * MaxT 
 
Table 3.6: Richland County weather variables used for the model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >.001 >.001   >.001 <30 <30 <30 0.965 0.961 2100 
Dec. >.001 >.001 X  >.001 <32 <32  0.893 0.870 52300
Jan. >.001 >.001 X X >.001  <32 <32 0.936 0.913 33200
Feb. >0    >0    0.721 0.698 72600
Mar. >0   X   >0 <32 <32 <32 0.951 0.937 12300
 
Mansfield .nov  =  13.061 + 34.572 * Sn + 18.642 * DSn + 221.86 * SnC + 73.480 * MaxT 
– 6.9498 * MinT – 80.086 * AveT 
 
Mansfield .dec  =  88.824 + 102.90 * Sn + 59.474 * DSn + 255.67 * FzR – 37.844 * SnC + 
114.87 * MaxT – 48.457 * MinT 
 
Mansfield .jan  = 193.17 + 112.58 * Sn + 107.92 * DSn + 33.667 * FzR + 190.3237 * BSn 
+ 19.778 * SnC - 111.50 * MinT + 100.69 * AveT 
 
Mansfield .feb  = -28.325 + 149.37 * Sn + 53.925 * SnC 
 
Mansfield .mar  = 47.285 + 152.81 * Sn + 101.44 * FzR + 49.478 * SnC – 112.78 * MaxT 
– 27.039 * MinT + 25.443 * AveT 
Table 3.7: Franklin County weather variables used for the model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >0 >0 X  >0 <30 <30 <30 0.997 0.996 250 
Dec. >.001  X X >.001 <30  <30 0.830 0.794 267000
Jan.   X X >.001  <32 <32 0.800 0.755 798000
Feb. >.001 >.001  X   <32 <32 0.898 0.875 256000
Mar.   >.001 X X >.001 <30   <30 0.963 0.952 16100 
 
Columbus .nov  =  -1.0374 + 447.39 * Sn – 17.789 * DSn – 107.70 * FzR + 52.755 * SnC + 
146.25 * MaxT + 4.8905 * MinT – 145.90 * AveT 
 
Columbus .dec  = 41.512 + 369.81 * Sn + 544.66 * FzR – 500.04 * BSn + 283.47 * SnC – 
193.11 * MaxT + 85.684 * AveT 
 
Columbus .jan  = -219.51 + 375.44 * FzR + 897.85 * BSn + 97.509 * SnC –               
164.52 * MaxT + 404.06 * AveT 
 
Columbus .feb  =  -745.30 + 140.13 * Sn + 279.64 * DSn + 530.55 * BSn +                 
101.33 * MinT + 85.084 * AveT 
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Columbus .mar  =  -39.788 + 368.54 * DSn + 561.45 * FzR – 444.92 * BSn – 
 100.96 * SnC – 194.02 * MaxT + 129.66 * AveT 
  
Table 3.8: Montgomery County weather variables used for the model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >.001 >.001   >.001 <30 <30 <30 0.798 0.741 91 
Dec.  >0 X X >0 <30   0.905 0.888 8608 
Jan.  >.001 X X     0.890 0.876 28683
Feb. >0 >0  X  <30   0.927 0.914 3382 
Mar. >0   X           0.808 0.792 1388 
 
Dayton .nov  = -3.7195 – 114.69 * Sn + 70.823 * DSn + 56.501 * MaxT + 2.0258 * MinT – 
22.321 * AveT 
 
Dayton .dec  = -16.280 * Sn + 8.6404 * DSn + 43.812 * FzR + 201.16 * BSn + 
 54.4979 * SnC + 16.662 * MaxT 
 
Dayton .jan  = -80.239 + 236.64 * DSn + 162.31 * FzR + 235.13 * BSn 
 
Dayton .feb  = -25.156 + 36.839 * Sn + 18.063 * DSn + 95.344 * BSn + 19.08488 * MaxT 
 
Dayton .mar  = 6.2882 + 31.099 * Sn + 68.448 * FzR 
Table 3.9: Hamilton County weather variable used for the model 
Month Sn DSn FzR BSn SnC MaxT MinT AveT R² 
R² 
Adj. MSE 
Nov. >.001 >.001   >.001 <32  <32 1.000 1.000 0 
Dec. >.001 >.001   >.001 <32   0.875 0.858 108000
Jan. >0  X X >0 <30  <30 0.852 0.810 175000
Feb. >0 >0 X X >0 <30  <30 0.934 0.911 29200 
Mar. >0 >0     >0   <30 <30 0.814 0.771 16300 
 
Cincinnati .nov  =  .02158 – 141.02 * Sn + 56.387 * DSn + 288.04 * SnC + 2.5329 * MaxT 
- .59115 * AveT 
 
Cincinnati .dec  = 11.066 + 118.05 * Sn + 197.49 * DSn + 199.27 * SnC – 48.380 * MaxT 
 
Cincinnati .jan  = -82.383 + 199.76 * Sn + 328.30 * FzR + 682.66 * BSn + 56.408 * SnC 
+ 132.39 * MaxT + 28.480 * AveT 
 
Cincinnati .feb  = 41.060 + 159.64 * Sn – 63.126 * DSn + 331.67 * FzR – 297.84 * BSn + 
61.645 * SnC + 99.907 * MaxT + 47.958 * AveT 
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Cincinnati .mar  =  -77.602 + 71.422 * Sn + 109.15 * DSn + 44.482 * SnC +               
30.508 * MinT – 112.79 * AveT 
 
 No regression model for Toledo was developed due to the inaccurate weather data 
from Toledo and the lack of fit of the regression model with the use of the weather data 
from the Detroit airport.  The (R,S)-inventory policy for Toledo was constructed directly 
utilizing the historical salt usage data for these calculations and is studied more 
thoroughly. 
 
3.5 Models based on climate zones in Ohio 
    
 There are 88 counties in Ohio.  Based on the procedure in the preceding analysis 
there would be 88 separate weather regression models to use to predict salt usage.  To 
lower the volume of data and effort required to develop and maintain the models one 
model could be used for counties that are in the same region of the state.  This is based on 
the assumption that the salt usage model is driven by a combination of weather 
characteristics, and how local policies and conditions respond to the weather.  The 
weather regression model is used to calculate predicted values for the calculation of the 
(R,S)-inventory policy.  The method to test for these regional models is to: 1. accumulate 
the relevant weather variables for the new county, and 2. insert them into a weather 
regression model of a nearby county.  This will result in predictions for the new county 
based on the regression parameters from the nearby county.  These predictions will 
ultimately be used in the (R,S) calculations.   
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Three counties were studied to see if the models created for use in that 
representative county can be used in another county.  Table 3.10 lists the different 
scenarios tested. 
Table 3.10: Regression scenarios tested 
 
   
The three counties are in the northeast part of Ohio, in and around the “lake 
effect” snow belt.  The process consists of taking the weather regression model 
parameters originally developed for Akron (Summit County), Cleveland (Cuyahoga 
County), and Youngstown (Mahoning County) and applying each to a different county’s 
weather data.  The predictions from the nearby county’s model were compared to the 
predictions from the local model.  Because all counties do not have the same amount of 
lane miles and assuming that usage is close to linear in lane-miles, a lane mileage 
conversion is used.  Based on an internal ODOT document Cuyahoga has a total of 1990 
miles, Summit has 965 lane miles, and Mahoning has 722 miles.   The lane mileage 
conversion generates a predicted value of salt usage found from the model and then 
divides by the number of lane mileage of the original county.  This predicts the spread 
rate of salt per lane mile.  This number can then be multiplied by the lane mileage of the 
intended county for predicted salt usage in the intended county.   
 From the comparisons it was found that the temperature and snowfall variations 
used in defining the original model for the original county must also be used for the new 
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county.  For example if the model created for Cuyahoga was created using the variables 
“temperature < 30° F” and “snowfall > .001 inches”, then when the model is used for 
Summit County the same variables must be included.  It is also important to use the lane 
mileage adjustment for the predictions of salt usage when using a model developed for 
another city/county.  A third finding is that models are only accurate when used in other 
counties with smaller lane mileage.  This was found through comparing mean squared 
errors.  These comparisons are listed in Table 3.11, where Cuyahoga has the largest 
number of lane miles followed by Summit and then Mahoning.  For example a model 
created for Summit is not appropriate to predict salt for Cuyahoga County (a large lane-
mile county) even with the lane mileage conversions.  The result of using Summit County 
for predictions in Cuyahoga County is an extreme under prediction.  Finally, from the 
comparisons it was found that the models developed directly for a county using local 
weather and usage data work the best, but utilizing a larger county’s weather regression 
model on a smaller county in a similar weather zone also performs well.  For example all 
models predict well in all months when a spike or a drop in usage occurs.  That is the 
predictions follow the same pattern.  They might over or under predict, but they perform 
very well in predicting the trend.  This leads to the belief that weather regression models 
developed for one county in a similar weather zone can be used for other counties in the 
same zone.  A rough description of the weather zones are shown in the map of Ohio in 
Figure 3.11.  Figure 3.11 was constructed from the average annual snowfall graph from 
Ohio Department of Transportation web site and lines were added to identify the weather 
zones. 
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Figure 3.11: Map of Ohio with Climate zones 
 
  
Specifically it was found that Cleveland and Akron are in similar weather 
climates and that the model created for Cleveland can be used for Akron.  This was 
determined by comparing the mean squared errors of the three alternatives: Cuyahoga’s 
model used on Summit County, Mahoning model used on Summit, and the use of 
Summit’s model.  The results of the mean squared errors of the predictions are shown in 
Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.11: Mean squared error for regression scenarios 
  Mean Square Errors 
Scenario November December January February March 
1 91.6 118000 174000 109000 50200 
2 54000 238000 513000 175000 153000 
3 517000 408000 1110000 302000 178000 
4 10200 561000   461000 200000 277000 
5 285000 n/a 1270000 n/a n/a 
6 511000 n/a 3090000 n/a n/a 
7 3420 288000 449000 208000 107000 
8 82600 455000 1040000 561000 202000 
9 46400 396000 1410000 724000 318000 
 
  Again the use of the Summit County model is the best performer, but using the 
Cuyahoga County model on Summit performs adequately.  The model created for 
Mahoning and used on Summit did not fair as well.  This fact reinforces the finding that 
smaller or fewer lane mileage county models do not perform well when used on larger 
counties even when taking into affect the lane miles.  Figure 3.12 compares the actual 
usage with the predictions from Akron using the Akron model and using the Cleveland 
model during the month of November.  From Figure 3.12 it is hard to determine the 
Akron predictions because the predictions are so close to the actual numbers, but the line 
for the Cleveland model compared to the actual just shows how the model predicts the 
spikes in demands well.  Figure 3.13 compares them for each year over the 7 years.    
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Figure 3.12: Actual vs. predicted for Summit County in November 
 
 
Figure 3.13: Actual vs. predicted for Summit County for 7 years 
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4. THE (R,S)-INVENTORY POLICY 
 
 
 This chapter provides the details of calculating the parameters of the (R,S)-
inventory policy as described by Roelants and Muyldermans (2002).  The parameters are 
calculated by taking the predictions of salt usage from the weather regression models for 
all counties found in chapter 3 and finding the mean usage during the lead time and the 
representative standard deviations.  These numbers can also be calculated simply by 
taking the historical data and performing the same calculations.  The historical usage data 
can be used to calculate the (R,S)-inventory policy if relevant weather data is not 
available.  This approach based on only the historical usage data will be shown for Lucas 
County (Toledo) for which no weather regression model was calculated.   
 
4.1 The (R,S)-inventory policy calculations 
 
  
 The (R,S)-inventory policy parameters are calculated by finding the mean and 
standard deviation of the weekly salt usage prediction values for each month which were 
calculated from the weather regression models.  The data was already accumulated into 
weeks and the delivery lead time is also one week.  A service level of 99.8% is used for 
the calculation of the safety stock and thus k in equation (2) is 2.88 and the safety stock 
equation is: 2.88 LTss σ= .  The mean usage during the lead time ( LTµ ) (which is the 
expected weekly demand) is found by taking the mean of the weekly data collected from 
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each month.  The reorder point ( R ) is calculated by equation (1).  The target level ( S ) is 
found by equation (3).  The inventory policy parameters for all the counties are presented 
in the following sections with the calculations of the safety stock ( ss ), the reorder point  
( R ), and the target level ( S ). 
   
4.2 The (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Cuyahoga County 
 
This section only provides the details of the results for the county of Cuyahoga. 
The final results for the policies of all the other counties will are presented without 
detailed explanation.  Table 4.1 shows the safety stock for Cuyahoga calculated by taking 
the standard deviation of the predictions for each month, and multiplied by 2.88 which 
equates to a 99.8% safety level.  The safety stock is the amount of inventory to be held in 
case of uncertainties in demand, such as a severe storm that would cause a spike in 
demand above the average.  Table 4.1 also shows the mean or expected usage during the 
lead time.  Finally Table 4.1 provides the point at which the county will reorder ( R ) 
during each month and also the target level for inventories for each month.  The target 
level ( S ) is used to determine the amount to order, which is the target level minus 
current inventory level.  Equation (4) displays the equation for the amount to be ordered  
( Q ).  The equation is the target level ( S ) minus the current inventory level ( I ), which 
is calculated when current inventory ( I ) is less then the reorder point ( R ). 
Q = S – I                 (4) 
For example in the month of December, when inventory drops to or below 9700 
tons of salt, 12,600 – I tons of salt is ordered. 
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Table 4.1: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Cuyahoga County 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 2750 6930 8080 4370 4920 
2 µLT 395 2820 3520 1900 1560 
3 = 1 + 2 R 3140 9750 11600 6280 6490 
4 E(week) 395 2820 3520 1900 1560 
5 = 3 + 4 S 3540 12600 15100 8180 8050 
 
4.3 The (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Summit County 
 
In section 3.5, two regression models for Summit County were proposed, and 
these were used to develop two (R,S)-inventory policies.  It was found from comparisons 
between mean squared errors of using the Summit weather regression model for Summit 
and the Cuyahoga regression model for Summit that these models were both acceptable.  
The regression model only predicts salt usage, but these values are then used to derive the 
(R,S)-inventory policy.  Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show the results for Summit based on 
the two models.   
Table 4.2: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Summit using the Summit model 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 863 2750 3060 1800 2580 
2 µLT 149 1150 1580 889 707 
3 = 1 + 2 R 1010 3900 4640 2690 3290 
4 E(week) 149 1150 1580 889 707 
5 = 3 + 4 S 1160 5040 6220 3580 3990 
 
Table 4.3: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Summit using the Cuyahoga model 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 1200 2920 3080 1680 2100 
2 µLT 163 1130 1280 743 573 
3 = 1 + 2 R 1370 4050 4360 2430 2670 
4 E(week) 163 1130 1280 743 573 
5 = 3 + 4 S 1530 5170 5630 3170 3240 
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Comparing Tables 4.2 and 4.3, it is evident that all the safety stocks with the 
exception of February and March are higher with use of the Cuyahoga model.  These 
numbers are an indication that the weather in the area is very unpredictable and more 
safety stock is required to prevent a salt stockout.  The numbers are relatively close with 
the maximum percent difference of 35.6% for the reorder point and 31.9% for the stock 
target level in the month of November.  The average percent difference is .986% and       
-1.06% for the reorder point and stock target level respectively.  There is some concern 
with the numbers for January, February, and March because the distance between these 
two numbers represent the frequency and the amount of orders.  The reorder points and 
the stock target levels which depict the amount to order for these months are somewhat 
low as in Table 4.3.   To answer the question as to how well the two models perform, a 
simulation model is used in Chapter 5 to test the performance of the policies.   
 
4.4 The (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Lucas County 
 
 (R,S) policy parameters for Lucas County (Toledo) were calculated similarly, but 
rather then using predictions based on the weather regression model the parameters were 
calculated using the historical weather data.  The calculation of the mean and standard 
deviation which drive the (R,S)-inventory policy were found from the 1998-2005 data of 
salt usage in Lucas.  For all of the other counties the (R,S)-inventory policies based 
directly on historical usage data are shown in the appendix and sorted by districts.   
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Table 4.4: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Lucas County 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 78.8 1000 1070 600 669 
2 µLT 9.31 292 315 162 140 
3 = 1 + 2 R 88.1 1290 1380 762 808 
4 E(week) 9.31 292 315 162 140 
5 = 3 + 4 S 97.4 1590 1700 925 948 
 
4.5 The (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for the other counties 
 
 Table 4.5 through Table 4.9 list the (R,S)-inventory policy parameters for the 
remaining counties using the predictions for each county found from the weather 
regression models.  
 
Table 4.5: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Mahoning County 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 1260 2850 3830 2530 2180 
2 µLT 198 1190 1910 1100 604 
3 = 1 + 2 R 1460 4040 5740 3630 2790 
4 E(week) 198 1190 1910 1100 604 
5 = 3 + 4 S 1660 5230 7650 4730 3390 
 
Table 4.6: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Richland County 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 656 1730 1720 1200 1250 
2 µLT 99.6 650 845 546 287 
3 = 1 + 2 R 756 2380 2570 1750 1530 
4 E(week) 99.6 650 845 546 287 
5 = 3 + 4 S 855 3030 3410 2290 1820 
 
Table 4.7: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Franklin County 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 738 2990 4650 3900 1630 
2 µLT 82.7 960 1950 908 360 
3 = 1 + 2 R 821 3950 6610 4810 1990 
4 E(week) 82.7 960 1950 908 360 
5 = 3 + 4 S 904 4910 8560 5720 2350 
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Table 4.8: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Montgomery County 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 47.9 760 1310 550 214 
2 µLT 5.91 173 377 110 42.6 
3 = 1 + 2 R 53.8 932 1680 660 257 
4 E(week) 5.91 173 377 110 42.6 
5 = 3 + 4 S 59.8 1110 2060 770 299 
 
 
Table 4.9: (R,S)-inventory policy numbers for Hamilton County 
Months Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 
1 SS 288 2350 2550 1600 708 
2 µLT 21.9 627 1010 351 155 
3 = 1 + 2 R 310 2980 3560 1950 863 
4 E(week) 21.9 627 1010 351 155 
5 = 3 + 4 S 332 3600 4570 2300 1020 
 
 
4.6 Study of correlation between models     
  
 As defined by Montgomery and Runger (2003) correlation is the study of the 
linearity between variables.  We considered variables to be independent if the correlation 
between them is zero.  The higher the correlation the more the linear dependence between 
the variables.  In this case the variables are the usage of salt on a particular day.  In the 
inventory model based on an (R,S) policy, salt usage in each period is considered to be 
independent and normally distributed when developing the safety stock values.  The 
usage in each county in the model was computed by accumulating data from all the 
garages within the county.  This is of particular importance because the usages on a given 
day from the different garages of a county are not independent of each other.  It may 
happen that one side of a county may get more snow then the other, but if it snows often 
all areas of the county will see snow.  By formulating a county model the correlation 
between garages is combined in the county model.  The second source of correlation is 
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the data correlation between daily reported salt usages.  The models were constructed by 
accumulating the salt usage for a week instead of by day.  By developing the models in 
this way the correlation between nearby (weekly) data points is reduced.  We studied this 
auto correlation through a small comparison.  The study covered Cuyahoga County from 
November 2004 until March 2005.  Taking daily salt usage data and lagging the data 
once, the autocorrelation is .705 and a lag of 2 is .687.  Lagging is done to study the 
correlation between data points.  A lag of one will study the correlation between 
subsequent data points; while a lag of two will study data points separated by two data 
points.  This comes as no surprise because snow one day often affects the amount of salt 
used over several days.  By taking the data and then collecting them into weeks the 
correlation is drastically reduced to .478 for a lag of one and -.011 for a lag of two.  The 
results are very similar for the autocorrelation of the weekly predicted values with the lag 
one equaling .443 and a lag of 2 equating to -.006.  Even in a county that uses very little 
salt such as Montgomery County (Dayton) the autocorrelation of the weekly data for the 
same time period with a lag of 1 is .085 and a lag 2 of -.220.  As a result the data points 
used to build the weather regression model and thus the (R,S)-inventory policy have 
reasonably low correlation and look to be independent.  Also, it is worthwhile to note that 
combining together 7 daily demands and multiply garage locations will improve the 
“normality” of the weekly usage.  Further impacts of these assumptions on the 
performance of the policies are evaluated using a simulation approach in the next chapter. 
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5. THE SIMULATION MODEL 
 
 This section provides a detailed study of the performance of the (R,S)-inventory 
policies using an Arena simulation.  This section consists of four parts.  The first section 
gives insight into the model developed to simulate a realistic implementation of the 
policy.  The subsequent sections give simulation results for 3 counties.  First, we studied 
the effects of implementing the policy in Cuyahoga County using actual usage from 1998 
– 2005.  Results for Lucas County will study the effects of any collaborative effects of 
calculating the (R,S)-inventory policy county wide.  Finally, we studied whether a model 
originally developed for one county can be used effectively in another county.  This will 
be studied using Summit County.   
 
5.1 Simulation development 
   
 A simulation model was constructed to study the effects of implementing the 
(R,S)-inventory policy in a realistic setting.  The simulation is driven by actual historical 
salt usage data.  A simulation is a good way of studying a real life condition by allowing 
experiments with the model as compared to experiments in a real world situation.  The 
goals of the simulation study are: 
1. Test the actual performance of the suggested (R,S) policies vs. the predicted 
performance in terms of service level. 
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2.  Compare the suggested (R,S) policies to current practice and identify any 
factors that have not been considered in the design. 
3.  From the salt vendor perspective compare the stream of orders generated by 
the current practice and the orders generated by the (R,S) policy.   
One of the important differences between the (R,S) policy and the current 
practice, is that in current practice the goal is to keep the garage capacity as close to full 
as possible at all times, including at the beginning and end of the season.  The simulation 
is used to compare the two approaches from the perspective of inventory levels and 
service level.  The simulation model reads actual salt usage data and then applies the 
ordering logic of either the (R,S) policy parameters or other policies.  Figure 5.1 shows 
the structure of the model with the flow of salt from the vendor to the garage and 
eventual demand. 
Figure 5.1 Salt flow diagram 
 
 
In the model there is a delay of two days from the placement of an order by the 
county garage until the order can begin to be fulfilled.  To determine the fulfillment lead 
time, the order is partitioned into a number of daily deliveries based on the history of 
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actual received amounts for that county.  A distribution is fit to the actual delivered data 
and is used to drive the model fulfillment process.  A rough estimate on the number of 
days an order takes to fully deliver is to take the full order amount and divide by the 
maximum that can be received each day and add two days.  From the actual state 
contracts with the suppliers, orders must be filled within 7 days.  In reality the time to 
completely fulfill an order is dependent on many factors, including the availability of 
trucks and the availability of resources at the county garages to receive the salt.  Because 
of these complicating factors it is important to model deliveries to the county garage with 
an appropriate level of detail.   
The order streams from the simulation can be directly compared with actual order 
amounts.  The level of inventory from the simulation can be compared to the actual level 
of the inventory observed in the years of the historical demand.  The data for the actual 
inventory levels is computed with actual received, used, and beginning inventories.  The 
simulation model is used for these computations, although the computations can be done 
directly using the data to generate results in the same format. 
To study variations in the computed (R,S) policies that match some of the policies 
used in practice, the following initial conditions and policy variations were considered for 
November, December, and January. 
Initial inventory on November 1st: 
i. Inventory reported in ODOT database for Nov. 1 
ii. Target level (S) from (R,S) policy for November 
iii. Target level (S) from (R,S) policy for March 
iv. Target level (S) from (R,S) policy for December 
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v. Target level (S) from (R,S) policy for January 
The initial inventories for the (R,S) policies were varied in this way to test the 
(R,S) policies directly and also to test the variations possible when the policy is 
implemented. 
Policy variations for the five months of the study are: 
i. Policy computed in Section 4.2 for all months 
ii. The policy computed from Section 4.2 is used, but the policy begins a 
number of days in the preceding month for December, January, February 
and March. 
iii. The policy computed from Section 4.2 is used, but the policy begins a 
number of days in the preceding month for December and January only. 
  The policies were varied in this way because the simulation showed that large 
orders were made when changing from one month’s policy to the next month.  This was 
the case especially when going from a lower reorder point and stock target level to one 
that is higher.  As a result it would take up to one week for a garage to reach its stock 
target level for that month.  By beginning months seven days into the preceding month a 
month would start off with close to its stock target level.   The policies for the months of 
the study were varied to mimic the very conservative policies currently followed in 
practice.  The most conservative policy uses the January inventory target level for the 
beginning inventories for November and uses the January reorder point and target level 
for part of the month of December and all of January.  This is conservative because 
January is the highest usage month historically. 
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 The simulation was first used to study Cuyahoga County one of the very high 
usage counties in the “lake effect” region.  It was run using data for all seven winter 
seasons starting with November 1998 – March 1999 and for all years up until March 
2005.  Each year was run independently with results tabulated as averages.  These 
variations on the (R,S) policies will be compared with the computed inventories from the 
actual used and received amounts.  By utilizing not only the actual used amounts and 
received amounts the simulation could help compare the effectiveness of the (R,S)-
inventory policy parameters.     
 Three counties were considered in the simulation experiments: Cuyahoga, Lucas, 
and Summit.  Although there are 5 garages/domes located in Cuyahoga the county was 
treated as a single inventory location because data for each individual garage was 
unavailable.   Lucas County, which contains the City of Toledo, only contains one 
garage.  Comparing results from Cuyahoga and Lucas allowed us to identify any 
differences in results for single and multiple location counties.  Also, since Lucas 
County’s (R,S) policy was calculated strictly from historical data, the simulation could 
identify the effectiveness of calculating the policy in this way.  Finally, because two 
(R,S)-inventory polices were developed for Summit County in Section 4.3 using two 
different weather regression models, the effectiveness of each was studied.  The two 
models for Summit were calculated by using the Summit weather regression model on 
Summit and then the Cuyahoga weather regression model used on Summit to calculate 
predicted salt usage.  These predictions were then used to calculate individual (R,S)-
inventory policy parameters for Summit. 
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 The variations shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 were compared to base schedule 
shown in Table 5.1: 
 
Table 5.1: Schedule A (R,S) variations 
Schedule A 
Month Schedule 
November policy November 1st to November 30th 
December policy December 1st to December 31st 
January policy January 1st to January 31st 
February policy February 1st to February 28th 
March policy March 1st to March 31st 
 
 To effectively deal with up to one week of delivery lead time, the monthly (R,S) 
policies were varied based on the two schedules in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 respectively. 
Table 5.2: Schedule B (R,S) variations 
Schedule B 
Month Schedule 
November policy November 1st to November 23rd 
December policy November 24th to December 24th 
January policy December 25th to January 24th 
February policy January 25th to February 21st 
March policy February 22nd to March 31st 
 
Table 5.3: Schedule C (R,S) variations 
Schedule C 
Month Schedule 
November policy November 1st to November 23rd 
December policy November 24th to December 24th 
January policy December 25th to January 31st 
February policy February 1st to February 28th 
March policy March 1st to March 31st 
 
Based on Schedules B and C, the starting inventories on the first of the month 
were more likely to be the target (S) value for that month.  This was achieved with the 
schedules by placing an order prior to the beginning of the month in the preceding month.  
The order was then fully received prior to the start of the month.  This works in the case 
when the target level increases, but for those months where the target level decreases no 
order was placed to lower inventory levels to the target levels of that month. 
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5.2 Definition of the policy variations 
 
 In this section we define the different variations of the policy that were analyzed 
using simulation.  From Section 5.2 we identified several variations for the beginning 
inventory levels for November 1st and also have identified some variations of points in 
time counties should utilize particular months (R,S) values.  Table 5.4 lists all possible 
variations that were tested through simulation and are identified as a policy number.   
Table 5.4: Policy variations 
Policy 
Number Definition 
The beginning inventory is actual beginning inventory provided by ODOT 
Actual and orders are actual orders provided by ODOT 
The beginning inventory is actual beginning inventory provided by ODOT 
1 and implementing Schedule A 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for November 
2 and implementing Schedule A 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for December 
3 and implementing Schedule A 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for January 
4 and implementing Schedule A 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for March 
5 and implementing Schedule A 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for November 
6 and implementing Schedule B 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for December 
7 and implementing Schedule B 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for January 
8 and implementing Schedule B 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for March 
9 and implementing Schedule B 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for November 
10 and implementing Schedule C 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for December 
11 and implementing Schedule C 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for January 
12 and implementing Schedule C 
The beginning inventory level is the stock target level (S) for March 
13 and implementing Schedule C 
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5.3 Simulation results for Cuyahoga County    
 
Simulations were run for November 1998 – March 1999 for every year through 
2005, for each of the policies listed in Table 5.4 for Cuyahoga County.  Each policy 
simulation was evaluated using 30 replications.  To find the best policy used for all other 
counties, we looked at the average number of stockouts for each year and accumulated 
them over the years for each policy.  The most important factor was to minimize 
instances of inventories falling to zero, which equates to a stockout.  We also looked at 
average inventories, number of orders placed and received, order size, and also the 
average of the minimum season-long inventories.  The number of orders received was the 
total number of truckload deliveries received at the county garage, while the number of 
orders placed was the total number of orders placed to the vendor. 
To compare the policies we first ran the simulation with the actual used, received, 
and beginning inventories data supplied by ODOT for years from 1999 – 2005.  The 
results of the runs over the 7 years are shown in Table 5.5. 
 
Table 5.5: Simulation results with actual numbers for Cuyahoga 1999 – 2005 
  Number of  Ave. Ave.  Ave. # of 
Year Stockouts Inventory level 
Amount 
Received 
Order 
Received 
2005 0 12900 860 46
2004 0 21000 937 40
2003 0 15900 796 57
2002 0 21200 603 39
2001 0 12400 704 59
2000 0 13100 781 37
1999 0 14100 691 45
 
Utilizing the actual beginning inventories and the actual historical used salt 
amounts provided by ODOT, we then ran the simulation for policy 1.  This policy used 
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the given numbers and implements the (R,S)-inventory policy.  From Table 5.6 we see 
that just by implementing the (R,S)-inventory policy with the actual beginning 
inventories we reduced the average inventories in all years and in some cases even 
decreased the number of orders received.  This can be seen in Figure 5.1 where the 
inventory levels for the actual are graphed against policy 1. 
Table 5.6: Simulation results for policy 1 for Cuyahoga 1999 – 2005 
 
 
Since there is not a systematic method currently in practice for determining the 
beginning inventories, we must establish a scientific way of determining the beginning 
inventories.  We do this by running the different policies with different stock target levels 
in November calculated from section 4.2 for Cuyahoga County.  We first tested using the 
stock target level for November as the beginning inventory level on November 1st by 
running policy 2, 6, and 10.   We found that beginning the year with November’s target 
level gave the most number of stockouts on average over the years.  Table 5.7 shows the 
results of the simulations.  Each year’s result is averaged to get a 7 years average.  The 
stockouts for each year are summed to get a total number of average stockouts for the 7 
years.   
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Table 5.7: Simulation results for Cuyahoga for policies with November target level 
  
Total # of 
Ave. Ave. Ave. # of Ave.  Ave. # of Ave.  
Policy Stockouts 
Inv. 
Level 
Orders 
Placed 
Amt. 
Received 
Order 
Rec. 
Min. 
Inv. 
2 4.10 7580 14.8 840 57.7 6050 
6 2.43 7890 14.5 845 57.2 6340 
10 2.43 8180 13.7 855 56.8 6650 
 
The November (R,S) stock target level for Cuyahoga County is 3,540 tons, which 
is less then the 8,050 ton stock target level for the month of March.  To mimic current 
practice, we considered using the higher March (R,S) target level for November.  
Utilizing the stock target level for March as the beginning inventory level for policies 5, 
9, and 13 we found that stockouts on average were reduced.  Table 5.8 shows the results 
of using the stock target level of March for the beginning inventory on November 1st.   
Table 5.8: Simulation results for Cuyahoga for policies with March target level 
  
Total # of 
Ave. Ave. Ave. # of Ave.  Ave. # of Ave.  
Policy Stockouts 
Inv. 
Level 
Orders 
Placed 
Amt. 
Received 
Order 
Rec. 
Min. 
Inv. 
5 1.73 8720 12.8 843 51.7 7610 
9 0.967 8870 13.8 838 52.0 7590 
13 0.967 9160 12.9 850 51.4 8460 
 
Comparing Tables 5.7 and 5.8 we found that as beginning inventories were 
increased total average stockouts decreased, but average and minimum average 
inventories increased.  It is evident from the data in the tables that increasing beginning 
inventories reduced the number of orders placed and received by changing the average 
orders amounts very little.  Though average inventories were lower using the November 
stock target level it is more important to have lower stockouts and orders.  These 
comparisons suggest the best alternative is to utilize March stock target level for the 
beginning inventory level.  The best choice is policy 9 or 13 because they have the lowest 
total average stockouts.  The tie breaker would be the lowest orders placed and the 
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average amount received.  This would result in policy 13, which is the policy of utilizing 
the months of December and January’s (R,S) policy numbers seven days into the 
preceding month.  We expect this policy to be the best choice when we run the simulation 
with the December and January stock target levels. 
Tables 5.9 and 5.10 show the results of the simulation using the stock target level 
of 12,600 for December and 15,100 for January, respectively. 
Table 5.9: Simulation results for Cuyahoga for policies with December target level 
  
Total # of 
Ave. Ave. Ave. # of Ave.  Ave. # of Ave.  
Policy Stockouts 
Inv. 
Level 
Orders 
Placed 
Amt. 
Received 
Order 
Rec. 
Min. 
Inv. 
3 0.90 9840 12.3 836 46.7 8470 
7 0.666 9730 12.9 836 46.7 8620 
11 0.666 10000 12.1 844 46.5 8980 
 
 
Table 5.10: Simulation results for Cuyahoga for policies with January target level 
  
Total # of 
Ave. Ave. Ave. # of Ave.  Ave. # of Ave.  
Policy Stockouts 
Inv. 
Level 
Orders 
Placed 
Amt. 
Received 
Order 
Rec. 
Min. 
Inv. 
4 1.37 10700 11.9 832 44.0 9700 
8 1.23 10500 12.5 830 44.1 9690 
12 1.23 10800 11.6 840 43.6 9700 
 
 From Tables 5.9 and 5.10 we conclude that best choice is policy 11, which uses 
December stock target level as the beginning inventory.  This policy minimizes the total 
number of average stockouts with lowest average orders placed and received.  When 
examining the simulation results closer we found that in 1999 every policy had an 
average stockout greater then or equal to .567 with policies 4, 8, and 12 having at least 
1.1 stockouts.  Based on a meeting with ODOT officials the results of the simulation are 
consistent with inventories in 1999.  Many counties did see stockouts due to 
complications in receiving orders.  We decided that the two best policies found from the 
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simulation runs are policies 11 and 12.  The comparisons between the two are shown in 
Tables 5.11 and 5.12, including confidence intervals. 
Table 5.11: Simulation results for policy 11 for Cuyahoga 1999 – 2005 
 
 
Table 5.12: Simulation results for policy 12 for Cuyahoga 1999 – 2005 
 
 
 From the simulation we found that the higher stockout number for policy 12 was 
caused by a large average stockout in 1999.  Ignoring the results of 1999 for all policies 
we found that the average number of stockouts for policy 11 and 12 minimize the number 
of stockouts and the two policies are equal.  The tie breaker would thus go to policy 12 
because of lower average orders placed and received.  This policy also maximized the 
average minimum inventory, which is important because of the unpredictable nature of 
the weather and supply.  Results of the simulations for Cuyahoga County for all the years 
and policies can be found in Appendix 2.   
 Figure 5.2 graphs the result of policy 1 for 2005 found in Table 5.6 with the 
results of the actual inventory level for 2005 found in Table 5.5.  Policy 1 merely 
implements the (R,S)-inventory policy and uses the actual beginning inventories provided 
by ODOT as the inventory level on November 1st.  The results in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 
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were computed by taking the simulation results over the 30 replications and averaging 
them out for each day.  
Figure 5.2: Cuyahoga actual inventories vs. inventories applying (R,S) policy 1 for 
November 2004 – March 2005 
 
  
Figure 5.3 shows the inventory level for November 2004 – March 2005 for 
Cuyahoga utilizing the best overall policy for all counties, policy 12.  Policy 12 starts the 
season on November 1st with the stock target level for January and the (R,S) policy for 
December and January will begin 7 days into the preceding months with no changes to 
the (R,S) parameters in February and March.  Figures 5.4 and 5.5 compare the received 
amount streams associated with actual received amounts provided by ODOT and then the 
received amount streams found through simulation with the implementation of the 
proposed (R,S)-inventory policy.  The results in Figure 5.5 show one replication of 
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received amounts and graphing them for the time period between November 1st and 
March 31st.  
 
Figure 5.3: Cuyahoga actual inventories vs. inventories applying (R,S) policy 12 for 
November 2004 – March 2005 
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Figure 5.4: Cuyahoga actual received amounts from November 2004 – March 2005 
 
Figure 5.5: Cuyahoga (R,S) policy received amounts from  
November 2004 – March 2005 
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5.4 Simulation results for Lucas County 
 
 The use of Cuyahoga County results was twofold.  First, the results were used to 
study the performance of the policy in a simulated environment.  Second the simulation 
was used to determine the best policy for the implementation of the (R,S)-inventory 
policy.  The reason for using Cuyahoga County for testing was due to its high salt usage.  
Because the simulation and numbers for the parameters were calculated cumulatively for 
the county, it is important to test the parameters of a county that only has one garage.  
Lucas County only has one garage.  Unfortunately the (R,S) numbers for Lucas are not 
based on the weather regression, but rather historical data.  From the Roelants and 
Muyldermans (2002) paper it was found that using the weather regression model to 
calculate the (R,S) parameters is more accurate than the historical data, but historical data 
parameters still will perform well.  If the model using historical data performs well in the 
simulation then we expect that the weather regression based model will perform equally 
well or better.   
 The simulation model was run using policy 12, which was found to perform best 
when using the (R,S)-inventory policy.  Table 5.13 shows the results for the simulation 
running the actual policy, where historical usage, received, and beginning numbers were 
used.  Tables 5.14 and 5.15 show the simulation results with 30 replications for Policy 1 
and 12 respectively.  Policy 12 is the policy that was chosen through the analysis of 
Cuyahoga County and this policy utilizes the stock target level of January as the 
beginning inventory level for November 1st and beginning policies for December and 
January 7 days into the prior month. 
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Table 5.13: Simulation results with actual numbers for Lucas 1999 – 2005 
  Number of  Ave. Ave.  Ave. # of 
Year Stockouts Inventory level 
Amount 
Received 
Order 
Received 
2005 0 1540 583 7 
2004 0 1580 433 8 
2003 0 1330 767 7 
2002 0 1470 331 3 
2001 0 1350 607 10 
2000 0 2560 502 10 
1999 0 1100 635 7 
 
Table 5.14: Simulation results for policy 1 for Lucas 1999 – 2005 
 
  
Table 5.15: Simulation results for policy 12 for Lucas 1999 – 2005 
 
  
 Figure 5.6 graphs the actual inventory found through simulation with the 
inventory level found through the simulation of policy 1, which only implements the 
(R,S) policy with actual beginning inventory.  Figure 5.7 graphs the actual inventories 
with the inventory levels of policy 12.  Both Figures 5.6 and 5.7 are graphed with the 
results of the 30 replications.  Figure 5.8 shows the actual received amounts for the 2005 
winter year and Figure 5.9 shows the order stream for the same time period using the 
(R,S)-inventory policy.   
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Figure 5.6: Lucas actual inventories vs. inventories applying (R,S) policy 1 for     
November 2004 – March 2005 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Lucas actual inventories vs. inventories applying (R,S) policy 12 for  
November 2004 – March 2005 
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Figure 5.8: Lucas actual received amounts from November 2004 – March 2005 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Lucas (R,S) policy 12 received amounts November 2004 – March 2005 
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Based on the simulation findings we find that even though the historical data 
method is not as accurate, it may still be used effectively in counties where weather data 
is not available.  The test for a weather regression model for the use by more then one 
county still requires the collection of the weather data from that county.  The result of this 
simulation is that counties without the means to apply a weather regression model to their 
weather data is that (R,S) policies based on historical data can perform well.  From the 
simulation results for Lucas County, we can assume that an (R,S) policy developed 
specifically from a set of data for either an entire county or one garage will be an 
effective inventory policy.  This is based on the analysis of models developed for a 
county using data from multiple garages such as Cuyahoga and an (R,S)-inventory policy 
developed for an entire county with only one garage. 
 
5.5 Simulation results for Summit County and test for universal model  
  
 Simulation was used to determine whether models developed for one county can 
be used on other counties in similar areas.  It was found that Summit and Cuyahoga could 
be located in similar weather zones and that using Cuyahoga County’s weather regression 
model can be used to calculate the predictions for Summit County.  The predictions 
found by this method are used to calculate an additional (R,S)-inventory policy for 
Summit County.  This is in addition to the original (R,S)-inventory policy from Summit’s 
weather regression model.  The different methods to calculate the predictions and thus the 
inventory policy are summarized in Table 5.16.  Table 5.17 lists the mean squared error 
of the predictions calculated through the different weather regression models.  Table 5.17 
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results suggest that the best method to calculate the predictions from the weather 
regression model and the (R,S)-inventory policy is scenario 2.  Where scenario 2 
calculated the (R,S)-inventory policy for Summit County using the model developed for 
Cuyahoga with weather data from Summit County.  
Table 5.16: Regression methods tested 
 
Table 5.17: Mean squared error for regression scenarios 
  Mean Square Errors 
Scenario November December January February March 
1 91.6 118000 174000 109000 50200 
2 54000 238000 513000 175000 153000 
3 517000 408000 1110000 302000 178000 
4 10200 461000 n/a n/a n/a 
5 285000 1270000 n/a n/a n/a 
6 511000 3090000 n/a n/a n/a 
7 3420 288000 449000 208000 107000 
8 82600 455000 1040000 561000 202000 
9 46400 396000 1410000 724000 318000 
 
 
By using the weather regression model developed for Cuyahoga on Summit 
(scenario 2), taking into account lane mileage, predictions were made for Summit.  These 
predictions were then used to calculate the safety stock, mean usage during the lead time, 
reorder points, and target levels.  First, the model is run using the (R,S) parameters 
developed through the model developed for Summit County.  Second, this model is 
compared with the output from the parameters as calculated from the Cuyahoga model on 
Summit.  It is assumed that the best model when run through the simulation is the one 
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using the county that it was originally developed for, but that is not the purpose of this 
simulation.  The purpose is to determine whether it is appropriate for one county to use 
models developed for another county if they are in similar weather areas.  From the 
analysis of all the counties, it was determined that Summit is the only county most 
accurately predicted from another counties weather regression that was calculated.  Given 
that the model performs well, a smaller county could utilize a larger counties weather 
model by collecting their relevant weather data and then calculate the lane mileage 
differences.  These predictions can then be used to calculate their own reorder points and 
target levels.   
 The model performs well in the case of using the Summit model specifically for 
Summit.  The question is whether the weather regression model can be used from one 
county and can be used on another.  This question was answered by running the 
simulation with the parameters calculated by using the weather regression model from 
Cuyahoga County on Summit.  In Tables 5.18 – 5.20 we compare the results for the 
actual numbers with that of the different weather models for Summit County. 
Table 5.18: Simulation results with actual numbers for Summit 1999 – 2005 
  
Number 
of  Ave. Ave.  Ave. # of 
Year Stockouts 
Inventory 
level 
Amount 
Received 
Orders 
Received 
2005 0 8580 590 37 
2004 0 6790 838 17 
2003 0 7330 545 34 
2002 0 10700 905 10 
2001 0 7300 754 24 
2000 0 7610 545 26 
1999 0 8360 752 20 
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Table 5.19: Simulation results for Summit County by utilizing (R,S) parameters 
found through Summit weather model 1999 – 2005 
 
 
Table 5.20: Simulation results for Summit County by utilizing (R,S) parameters 
found through Cuyahoga weather model 1999 – 2005 
 
 
 From the simulation results we find that both policies drastically reduce the 
average inventory levels and even in some years reduce the number of orders received at 
the garages.  We find that both policies resulted in stockouts in 1999, but the number of 
stockout average .233.  We expected the simulation results using the Summit weather 
model on Summit to perform better.  The policy does reduce the average number of 
stockouts, but increases the average inventory level.  Overall it seems as though a model 
developed for one county can be used to calculate the (R,S)-inventory policy for another 
smaller county by taking into account lane mileage differences and relevant weather 
variables.  Figure 5.10 graphs the inventory levels of both (R,S)-inventory policies for 
Summit County with the actual inventory levels.  For these results the simulation was run 
with 30 replications.  Figure 5.11 – Figure 5.13 graph the received amounts comparing 
the actual received amounts with each (R,S)-inventory policy developed for Summit 
County.    
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Figure 5.10: Summit County inventory levels comparing actual vs. different models 
for policy 12 November 2004 – March 2005 
 
Figure 5.11: Summit actual received amounts from November 2004 – March 2005 
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Figure 5.12: Summit received amounts November 2004 – March 2005 using Summit 
model 
 
 
Figure 5.13: Summit received amounts November 2004 – March 2005 using 
Cuyahoga model 
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In most cases using the Cuyahoga model for Summit produced similar number of 
received orders.  The results of these different (R,S)-inventory policies for Summit  
County, are that indeed surrounding counties can use the weather regression model of a 
county in a similar weather zone as depicted by Figure 3.10.  This is important as now 
only models of the 8 larger cities and their counties need to be calculated for the (R,S) 
inventory policy for all 88 counties in Ohio, providing each county has relevant weather 
data.  Finally, it is better for a county to use the model that was developed for that county 
and that using other counties models should be reserved only for smaller surrounding 
counties in similar weather zones. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
 The weather is very unpredictable.  When inclement weather occurs in the winter 
months the road crews are out making roads safe for us to travel on.  If roads become 
dangerous and impassable then there are significant social and economic impacts.  
Throughout this thesis we examined the effects of weather on the usage of salt to develop 
the weather regression model for all the major cities in Ohio and their representative 
counties.  From the weather regression model we were able to make predictions on the 
amount of salt used for each week beginning with the month of November and continuing 
through March based upon the weather.  These predictions were then used to calculate 
the mean usage during the lead time of 7 days, reorder point, and stock target level.  
Different policy variations were tested with a final recommendation that the beginning 
inventory levels should be set to the target level of January and that the months of 
December and January should begin 7 days into the previous month.  The model was then 
tested through simulation and it was found that the model performs well with average 
inventories being decreased over current practice.  Two other major results were 
discovered through simulation.  First, the weather regression models can be used for 
multiple counties provided they are in the same weather areas and there is weather data 
available for the other county.  Second, if it is too cumbersome to collect the weather 
data, or data is not available, then counties may use historical data for the formulation of 
the (R,S)-inventory policy.  Policies for all counties in Ohio are provided in Appendix 1.  
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The only downfall of using the historical data is that this method is not as accurate as 
described by Roelants and Muyldermans (2002).  Though it may not be as accurate it still 
performs better then current practice in the case of Lucas County.  Those counties with a 
weather regression model developed should use the weather regression based (R,S) 
numbers. 
 Another interesting finding in developing the (R,S)-inventory policy is in the 
county of Richland.  Upon developing the model it was found that the stock target levels 
were higher than that of the counties maximum capacity.  This suggests adding more 
capacity by building a new garage.  In developing the (R,S)-inventory policy we can 
analytically calculate where and how much capacity to add.  This result was not the 
purpose of the study, but is worth future study and research.      
 The (R,S)-inventory policy is a inventory policy that allows the user to make 
sound decisions on the basis of when to order and how to much order.  Orders in this 
inventory policy are made at a predefined point and the order size is determined by the 
target level and current inventory level.  In practice it is difficult to track inventory when 
the supply is not carefully counted.  A topic of future study is how inaccuracy in 
inventory tracking affects the inventory policy.  Other topics for future research include 
implementing the models developed in this thesis for the state of Ohio and studying the 
effects of implementing the model at the individual garage level.  These models were 
developed at the county level and many counties have more then one garage.  Future 
research would study how to effectively split a county model up into individual garages.  
This is an important study because garages track and order salt individually.  Given most 
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states have not effectively established an inventory methodology for winter maintenance 
other states can make use of the development of the model as presented in this thesis.     
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8. APPENDIX 1: 
 (R,S) POLICY PARAMETERS FOR ALL OHIO COUNTIES BY DISTRICT  
(in tons) 
 
District 1 
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District 2 
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District 3 
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District 5 
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District 12 
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9. APPENDIX 2:  
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR CUYAHOGA COUNTY 
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